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A set F of distinct subsets x of a finite muhiset M (that is, a set with several different kinds of 
elements) is a c-antichain if for no c+l  elements Xo, xl . . . . .  x c of F does XoCXlc. . .=x¢ 
hold. The weight of F, wF, is the total number of elements of M in the various elements x of F. 
For given integers f and c, we find min wF, where the minimum is taken over all f -element 
c-antichains F. Daykin [9, 10] has solved this problem for ordinary sets and Clements [3] has 
solved it for multisets, but only for c = 1. 
I. Introduction 
Let M be a finite multiset consisting of ~ elements of type i, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n 
where k, ~< k,_ 1 ~<. • • ~ kl. For example, M might be a set of billiard balls, ~ of 
color i. We identify the vector x = (xn, x,_l . . . . .  xt) with the set consisting of x~ 
elements of type i and consider the set S = S(k,,/q_~ . . . . .  kt) of all subsets of M, 
or, alternatively, the set of all n-dimensional vectors x with integral components 
x~ satisfying 0 ~<x~ </q.. S may also be regarded as the set of all divisors of the 
k k 1 • number p np ._-~. • p~,, where p,, P,-a . . . . .  p~ are distinct primes. In case kl = 1, 
and therefore k, = k,_~ . . . . .  kl = 1, M is an ordinary n-element set. We order 
the elements x of S by defining x < y if the integer x~x,_t • • • Xl is less than the 
integer y~y,_~ • • • Yl. It is useful to imagine the elements of S arrayed by writing 
them in increasing order, from left to right, kt + 1 elements in a row and dement  
x in column I x l - -x .+x ._ l+-  • .+Xl .  S(2,3,4)  is exhibited in Fig. 1. 
A set of distinct dements x0, x~ . . . . .  x, of S satisfying Xocx lc . . . c~ is 
called a chain of length c and a subset F of S is called a c-antichain (c-AC) if it 
does not contain a chain of length c. The weight of a subset F of S, wF, is ~_~F Ix[. 
We will also use IF[ to denote the number of vectors in F. 
In this paper we solve the problem of computing rain wF for given c and f, 
where the minimum is taken over all [-element c-antichains. Daykin [9, 10] has 
solved this problem for ordinary sets (kt = 1) and Clements I3] has solved it for 
multisets, but only for c = 1. These papers have many ideas in common but only 
Daykin's papers contain all the essential ideas and it is his work we are 
generalizing. Some of the ideas go over without change (e.g. Theorems 9 through 
12 and the definition of special families) and some require adjustment. For 
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Column number 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
000 001 002 003 004 
010 011 012 013 014 
020 021 022 023 024 
030 031 032 033 034 
100 101 102 103 104 
110 111 112 113 114 
120 121 122 123 124 
130 131 132 133 134 
200 201 202 203 204 
210 211 212 213 214 
220 221 222 223 224 
230 231 232 233 234 
Fig. I. 
completeness we give all proofs and to facilitate comparison we number them as 
Daykin has numbered the originals. 
Since the task of working through the details below is a rather formidable one, 
we conclude this introduction with a heuristic overview of the result and its proof. 
The discussion will become more vivid if the reader will make himself a larg~ copy 
of S(2, 3, 4) (Fig. 1) and use a supply of thumbtacks to mark various sets of sets 
(vectors) as we proceed. 
Our goal is to find for given f and c a canonical f -e lement c -AC with minimal 
weight. These extremal sets are easily visualized. Suppose we wish to find a 
minimal weight 3-AC F with f elements in S(2, 3, 4). Note that the numbers of 
sets in the three largest and smallest columns are respectively 9 + 11 + 11 = 31 and 
1 +3+6 = 10. If f>31,  it is known that there are no solutions [12; Theorem 3.4]; 
if f----<10, solutions are obvious: use 000, then any sets in column 1 until all 
column 1 sets are used, then any sets in column 2 until all column 2 sets are used 
and then, if necessary, any sets of column 3 until f sets have been selected. The 
interesting case remains: 10 <f---< 31. For example, suppose f = 20. To minimize 
weight, we naively choose sets from the 3 left-most columns with a total of at least 
20 sets----columns 2, 3 and 4. We use all sets in columns 2 and 3, since these sets 
are 'lighter' than those in column 4, and then the first several sets in column 4: 
004, 013, 021, 031, 103. But this can be improved: we replace the last set 
selected in column 4, 103, by the last element of column 1, 100. This results in a 
lighter 3-AC. We continue replacing the last set in column 4 by the last unused 
set in column 1 as long as the result is a 3-AC. Each such replacement reduces the 
weight of our 20-element 3-AC. In the present example, only the one replace- 
ment already described is possible since replacing 031 by 010 results in a 4-AC 
(010 c 011 c 012 c 022). In general, one has a minimal weight c -AC at the point 
at which this process terminates. Theorem 18 is a precise description of this 
situation. 
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The strategy of the proof is to begin with an f-element c-AC F and show that it 
can be changed into the corresponding cononical c-AC without ever increasing its 
weight. The first step is to 'compress' F into a corresponding special c-AC F*. 
This move, described precisely in Section 9, does not increase c and changes 
neither the number of sets (_f) nor the total weight. For example, if F is the 13-set 
3-AC {100, 020, 201, 210, 014, 023, 104, 113, 131,231,034,  133, 224}, we start 
with the right-most occupied column replacing the sets of F there by the first sets 
in the column. Thus we replace 224 with 134. Then in the next column we replace 
any sets of F by the first 'available' sets in that column--that is, by sets the 
addition of which will not increase the c in the c-AC we have thus far con- 
structed. (For simplicity there are enough of these available sets in our example. 
The example in Section 9 illustrates a more general case.) In these considerations 
it is helpful to notice that the sets in a column k -  1 covered by the first several 
sets in column k are exactly the sets of column k - 1 with row index not exceeding 
the row index of the last of the several sets in column k. Thus we replace 034 and 
133 by 214 and 223. In column 6, 231 is now the first available set so we leave it 
alone. 
The elements we have dealt with so far form a 1-AC. We now 'start over' as if 
the 1-AC which we have so far were removed. (Starting over corresponds to an 
instance of (* *) in Section 9.) Thus we replace the 5 sets in column 5 by the first 
5 sets: 014, 023, 032, 104 and 113. Passing over the empty column 4, we replace 
210 and 201 by the first available sets 120 and 201. Thus we have arrived at the 
special family F*. One sees in F* a partition of the original 3-AC F into 3 
1-AC's, a 1-AC ending each time we started over. It is a non-trivial fact 
(Theorem 11) that the special family F* corresponding to a c-AC F is still a 
c-AC. 
By means of rather technical emmas we now modify F* to an extremal set. 
That the weight of our F* can be reduced by replacing 134 by any one of the sets 
it covers in column 7 is implicit in Lemma 13. 
If 100, 003, 012 and 021 were in F* but no other sets of column 1, 2, 3 were, 
then F*  could be lightened by replacing 012, 021 and 100 with 101, 110 and 011 
respectively. Moves of this type are the subject of Lemma 14. 
If column l is the leftmost occupied column in F* and F* has minimal weight, 
then the last consecutive elements of column l (perhaps all of them) must be in F* 
since the weight of F* could otherwise be reduced by replacing any of its sets not 
in column l by a lighter set in column l (Lemma 16). 
Thus the leftmost column of an f-element c -AC F*  with minimal weight is the 
last several sets in the column and the rightmost column is the first several sets of 
the column. Finally it is shown (primarily Lemma 17) that the intermediate 
columns of F* contain all possible sets. Such an F* is one of our canonical sets. 
The weight of the original f-element c-AC F is greater than or equal to the 
weight of this canonical f-element c-AC. We note that sets other than our 
canonical sets can be minimal. For example, the canonical 5-element 2-AC in 
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S(2, 3, 4) is {001,010, 100, 002, 011} but {001,010, 100} with any two sets of 
column 2 adjoined is also a 5-element 2-AC with minimal weight. 
2. The generalized Kruskal-Katona Theorem 
Daykin's solution depends heavily on the Kruskal-Katona theorem [13, 14]. 
We begin by generalizing it to multisets. 
For an arbitrary subset F of S and an integer h, we use Fh to denote the subset 
of F consisting of vectors x satisfying Ix] = h. Thus Sh(2, 3, 4) is column h of Fig. 
1. We define 
Since Sh is exactly the set of compositions (ordered partitions) of h with n 
non-negative parts, where part i does not exceed/q., i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, it follows that 
(~) is the coefficient of x h in 
l~I ( l+x+x2+- -  .+xk,). 
r= l  
Then (~)= 1, (~)= n, (7)=0 for i<0  or i>k ,+k~_ l+- ' -+k l=K, ,  and (~)>(i~.1) 
for j=2 ,  3 . . . . .  n, l~i<~K,.  When kl = 1, (~) is the usual binomial coefficient. 
The coefficients (~) satisfy the recursion 
n k n-1  
(h)  --,~0 (h - , ) "  
This and the convention (o)= 1 permit listing these coefficients. The coefficients 
corresponding to S(2, 3, 4) are listed in Fig. 2. If k I = 1, Fig. 2 becomes Pascal's 
triangle. 
It is well known (e.g. [6, Lemma 1]) that the coefficients (~), (~) . . . . .  (~) are 
unimodal; that is, (~)=(K~_h) for h=0,1  . . . . .  K and (~)>~(h~-l) for h>~K] .  
Actually this inequality holds for h ~>/_~ =min([~K], K -  kl). This follows from an 
easy induction argument. We may assume/_~ =K, - kl. For n = 1 we do indeed 
n ~ n have (,)~(h+l) for h~>Ll=0,  and if (nhl)~[n-lh -  th+lJ for h I> K , -1 -  kl, then for 
Co) (1) C~ (3) C~ (5) (~ (7) (s) (9) 
(o) 1 
(x) 1 1 1 1 1 
(2) 1 2 3 4 4 3 2 1 
(3) 1 3 6 9 11 11 9 6 3 1 
Fig. 2. 
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h I> K,  - kl we have 
n 
(h )=~.  (n - l~w(+1)  =~(h+11_ i )  
~=0\h - i ]  \h i=0 
because (~---~)~>(~,7~) since h-k~>~K,_ l -k l .  In terms of the array S,/_~ is the 
number of the left-most column l from which the numbers ISl] decrease. 
If H(c) is the smallest of the integers h for which (h~_x)+(a"2)+ .. • +(h~_~) has 
maximum value, say B, one finds, using unimodality, that 
• / rK+cq H(c)=nnn~l~l,~+--14Pl]+P~21Pl+kl + 1) 
where p=K-2k l - l+c .  It is known [-12; Theorem 3.4] that there are no 
m-element c-antichains with m > B. For m ~<B, we will produce an m-element 
c-AC having minimal weight (Theorem 18). 
For a subset H of S,/7-/denotes the set of subsets of M which can be obtained 
by removing exactly one element of M from an element of H. ~h(m) denotes the 
first m elements of Sh. The following theorem [8; 12, p. 70] generalizes the Kruskal- 
Katona theorem to multisets. 
Theorem 7. Let k~ <~k~-l~" <~kl, h and m be positive integers satisfying 
l~<m~<(~) and l~h<~K. Then there exist unique integers m(h) ,m(h-1) ,  
. . . .  re(t) such that 
(7a) m=(m~h))  +(m(h-1)~\ h -1  /+ ' "+(m~t) ) "  
We will refer to this as the proper h-representation f m and denote it by Rh(m). 
(7b) h>~t>O. 
(7c) re(h) >I m(h - 1) >~. • • t> re(t) and ('~'~) >O. 
(7d) If e satisfies re(i)= m( i -  1) . . . . .  m(i -  e), then e < k~(i)+l. 
Moreover, if H = S and [Hhl = m, then 
ICnl--->lF ,,(m)l (m(h)~+ m 1) + . . . .  rm. 
\h - l /  \ t - l /  
The last inequality above is the generalized Macaulay theorem [1] and the last 
equality defines Fro. Following Daykin, we call m the value of the representation 
(7a) and Fm its drop. 
3. Daykin's algorithm 
Daykin's algorithm [10] is useful for proving what he calls Katona-type 
inequalities, an example of which is the Kruskal-Katona theorem (the kl = 1 case 
of Theorem 7). The algorithm uses three operations which we describe in the next 
three sections in the general case (kl any integer). 
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4. Improper epresentations 
An expression of the form of the right side of (7a) will be called an improper 
h-representation f m if it satisfies (7a), (7c), and (7d) but t = 0. If tv ~ K,,(t), a 
proper representation can be converted to an improper representation by 
replacing 
and then, if t -  k~(,)/> 1, replacing 
by 
t-k~(,)/ ~o \ t -k~(, ) - ] / '  
and so on until we replace 
t -  m(t)-v "~ 
i~,) . . . . .  I~(o+ l_ J  
with 'denominator'  I>1 by 
k¢~(  m(t ) -v -1  _ j )  
i~=o \ t -  k~(,) . . . . .  k.(,)+l-~ 
t --k,m(t) 
with final denominator t -k~(o  . . . . .  k~o_~0.  If m(t) -v - l=O,  this final 
denominator is t - K,.(,) < 0 since t :/: K,.(,) and ("~')) > 0 implies t ~< Kmc,). Thus we 
must have m(t)-v-l>~O. If m( t ) -v -1>0,  we replace ("(')o ~-1) by (o); other- 
wise we delete all coefficients with negative denominators. The result is an 
improper representation of m since we have only made repeated use of the 
identity 
i=0 
(unless i = p = 0) with i I> 1. Since the drops of the two sides in this identity are the 
same, these two representations of m have the same drop. The process is 
reversible, so an improper epresentation can be changed into a proper represen- 
tation without changing its value or drop. 
5. Augmenting and diminishing representations 
Suppose h, k ~> 1 and that we have two non-empty representations 
a = +" • • + = Rh(a), (1) 
b= (b(k)) +'" "+(b~))= Rk(b). (2) 
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We wish to move coefficients of Rk(b) to Rh(a) so as to obtain new representa- 
tions with values a '>a and b'<b. We will call the altered representations 
augmented and diminished respectively. If all coefficients are removed from Rk (b) 
we call the result the empty representation and attribute the value 0 to it. 
Anytime one of the operations below results in any final coefficients being 0, we 
delete them so as to maintain (7c). Since we are only moving coefficients and 
deleting 0 coefficients, a + b = a' + b' and Fa + l-'b >I Fa' + Fb'. The inequality here 
is necessary because (}) = 0 with (j-~l) = 1 is possible. The idea is to exchange (,,~o) 
and (b~) if b(i)> a (i) and in such a way that the results are again representations. 
The description below is more complicated than in the kx = 1 case because the 
description of a representation (Theorem 7) is more complicated. We look for an 
integer s satisfying h, k/> s I> u such that either 
(i) h=s  and b~>as, 
or  
(ii) h>s~>w and 
or  
(iii) s=t -1  and 
(a) a~+x>b~>a, or
(b) b~>a~ and a(s+i -1 )>a(s+i )  . . . . .  a (s+l )  
= b(s) . . . . .  b(s - i )>  b(s - j -  1) 
where i+j<k.(~+~)+~, 
(a) a(t) > b( t -  1), or 
(b) a(t + i + 1) > a(t + i) . . . . .  a(t) = b( t -  1) 
. . . . .  b( t - j )>b( t - j -1 )  where i+j<k. , )+l .  
(3) 
(4) 
If we find such an s, we put 
o, (?,)+...+(c?), 
where v = min(t, u), w = max(t, u) and 
(iv) q=a~ and ~=bi  for i>s ,  
(v) q = max(ai, bl), d i= min(a~, bl) for s >/i 1> w, 
{a~ forw>i1>t ,  
(vi) q= bl fo rw>i1>u.  
Consideration of myriad cases shows that augmented and diminished represen- 
tations are again representations. 
6. Single coefficient transfer 
Suppose that in (1) and (2) we have u=Kb(.)>t- l>~O. We then transfer 
(b(.)) = 1 to Rh(a) by adjoining 
t - l /  \ t -2 l  \K~col 0+0+. . .+1 
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to Rh(a), where s(t) is the largest integer such that ko+kz+'" "+ksco<t and 
k0 = 0. The sum of the values of the representations is not changed and the sum of 
the drops is not increased: since k0 +" • • + ks¢o < t ~< ko+" • • + kbt,), it follows that 
s(t) < b(u) and therefore 
\ \ t -  1/ " " "+ \K~c,)/ I = \K, col kK~¢,)- 
kKbc.)- I/ \ u / 
The altered representation of b remains a representation since it is only 
shortened; that the altered representation f a is again a representation follows 
from the facts that s (t) < a (t) (otherwise t > Kac,) and (a~,)) = 0) and t -  1 - K~c, )< 
ks(t)+ l. 
In the special case kl = 1, (~) is replaced by ('t-I) and the sum of the drops is 
strictly reduced since F(~) = (,~-1) = u > t -  1 = F('t-~). 
7. Applications of Dayldn's algorithm 
Given representations Rh(a) and Rk (b), the object of the algorithm is to change 
them step by step always keeping the sum of their values constant and never 
increasing the sum of their drops. At each step one of the three operations 
described above is used with a possible choice of s when augmenting and 
diminishing. We stop when we have obtained a desired form. We illustrate by 
showing that F is sub-additive. The kl = 1 case has been proved by Daykin, 
Godfrey and Hilton [11] and Clements [4]. Also Clements has proved the general 
case [6], which Kleitman has observed [7] is a corollary of the generalized 
Macauley theorem. 
Lemma 2. I[ h >I 1 and a, b >i 0, then 
FRh (a + b) <<- FRh (a) + FRh (b). 
ProoL We have h = k in (1) and (2) and we stop when (2) is empty. If a > 0 we 
can make (1) proper and if b > 0 we can either make (2) improper or we can use 
single coefficient ransfer. It therefore suffices to show that when h = k, (1) is 
proper and (2) is improper (and b(t-1)  therefore xists), that augmenting and 
diminishing causes a change. To this end we assume that (i) and (iii) do not hold 
and show that (ii) does hold. Thus b(h)~a(h) and a(t)~<b(t - 1). 
If a(t)<b(t-1) ,  let s be the largest integer such that h>s>~t and bs-a~ >0.  
Such integers exist because b(t)>~b(t-1)>a(t). Then a(s )<b(s )~b(s+l )~ 
a(s+ 1). If either strict inequality here holds, (ii a) holds, so suppose a(s+ 1)= 
b(s + 1) = b(s), and take i, j in accordance with (3). Since b(s +2) > b(s + 1) implies 
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b(s + 2) -  b(s + 1) = b(s + 2) -  a(s + 2) > 0, contradicting the definition of s, we 
have b(s+2)=b(s+l )=a(s+l ) .  Continuing in this way we find we have 
b(s - j )  . . . . .  b(s+i).  Thus, since Rk(b) satisfies (7d), i+j<ka(s)+l and (iib) 
holds. 
If a(t) = b(t - 1) and there are integers i, h > i ~> t, for which b~ - a~ >0,  we argue 
as above to show that (ii b) holds. 
Otherwise, we have a( t )=b( t -1 )  and b~<a~ for t<~i<~h, and we take i,j in 
accordance with (4). Since (iii b) does not hold, we have i + j  I> ka(,)+l. If a~ > br for 
t ~< r ~< h, we have b, < aT = b( t -  1) which is impossible, so we must have a~ = b, for 
all such r and therefore b(t+i)  . . . . .  b( t - j )  with i+j>~kb(,)÷~, which is also 
impossible. Thus this case cannot hold and Lemma 2 is proved. 
We remark that single coefficient transfer has to occur at some point in the 
above process in order for (2) to be emptied. In the kl = 1 case this will result in a 
decrease in the drops so the inequality in Lemma 2 will be strict if ab v ~ O. This 
fact is used in [7; p. 246]. 
I~mmHa 3. I f  l<~h<~K, and O<-p<~q<~(~)~p+q, then 
1~t .  We proceed as in Lemma 2. Because p ~<q, a(h)~b(h)  so augmenting will 
never change a(h). But since p + q >I (~), a(h) is eventually changed to n by going 
from an improper epresentation to a proper representation ( ot necessarily for 
the first time). At this point we will have 
n 
where the sum of the drops on the right hand side does not exceed FRh(p)+ 
FRh(q). Since 
b'(u') n 
(b '~h) )+. . .+(  u' )=Rh(p+q- (h ) )  and F (h )=(h_ l  ), 
this sum of drops is the left side of our inequality and Lemma 3 is proved. 
The kl = 1 case of Lemma 3, besides being in Daykin's paper [10] is contained 
in [4; p. 232, Theorem 1, (8')]. 
4. I f  1 ~ h <~ K,  and 0 <~ nl, nz . . . . .  n,~ ~ (~) and ~,i~ zni = m (~) + r where 
0<~r<(~), then 
/I 
i=1 
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Proof. Write 
i=1  
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= n l+n2+""  "+ r l i ( t ) - (h )+ ~(1) + ' "  
+ni(m-t)+~+"" "+ ni( .o-  (h )  
where j(i) is an integer such that 
Fl~( i_ l )+l  +"  " " "1- Y~(1) - I  ~ ~ Y l j ( i -1 )+l  +"  " 
h 
Then applying Lemmas 2 and 3 gives 
• + r~( o. 
m(h .'~+rRh(r)~ . ((hnl)+FRh(~o-~)+t '" 
I /  i =1  
<~ ~. FRh(ni). 
i=1  
(n) 
• + hi(2 ) -  + . . .  
h 
(;,))) 
8.  Represent ing  in tegers  w i ih  eoemeient d i f fe rences  
For given c, define 
These differences arise naturally in the description of an extremal set for our 
problem. They inherit many of the properties of the coefficients (}). In particular 
[o2 = 1 and 
[i] t[ =,=o ] - r except if i = ] = 0 or i = ] - c = 0, (5) 
Coefficient differences corresponding to ks=2,  k2--3, k1=4 and c= 1 are 
arrayed in Fig. 3. 
From the unimodality of the coefficients (}), it follows that if [}]>0, then 
[o] [3 [2] h] EA [~2 [6] [d [8] M ho] 
[o] 1 -1  
[~] 1 0 0 0 0 -1  
[2] 1 1 1 1 0 -1  -1  -1  -1  
[3] 1 2 3 3 2 0 -2  -3  -3  -2  -1  
Fig. 3. 
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[i_il]>0 and, in view of (5), i+l [ i ]>[~]- Also, from the definition of H(c) as the 
smallest of the integers h for which (,"_~)+... + (h"-~) has maximum value B, it 
follows that [~] > 0 if 0 ~< h < H(c). 
The proof of the following theorem parallels Katona's proof [13; Lemma 1] of 
the representability of integers in terms of binomial coefficients, but is somewhat 
complicated by the possibility of coefficient differences being negative. 
Theorem 5. Given integers m, h where 0 < h < H(c) and 0 ~ in ~ [~], there exist 
unique integers in(h), in(h - 1) . . . . .  re(t) such that 
(5a) 
(5b) 
(5c) 
(5d) 
(5e) 
(5f) 
h>~t>~l. 
n>~m(h)>~...>~m(t) and I raqi) I>0.  
I f  rn(i) = rn(i - 1) . . . . .  In(i - e), then e < k~(i)+l. 
I ra( i f+ 1]>0 ifh>~i>~t (andin( i )<n).  
[m(h)h+ l ]> in>~[ in~h) ]+. . .+[ml  i)] for h>~i>~t. 
n Proof. We proceed by induction on h. For h=l  and 0<m~[~] ,  the unique 
representations which satisfy the, theorem are in = [T] if c > 1 and in = [,,~1] if 
c = 1. The empty representation is understood to represent 0. 
Now assuming the (h - l )  case of the theorem, let 0~<rn~<[~] be given. The 
empty representation again represents 0. For m>0,  let In(h) be the largest 
integer such that in >~[~]. Thus (if re(h)< n), ['(~)+1]>0 even though [,,(h)] may 
be negative. If in =[,,~h)], we have a representation satisfying (5a) through (50; 
otherwise the positive integer d = m-  ["(h "~] satisfies 
.+ [,, 1 
Lh-  1J " " -/~(h)+lJ" (6) 
Since this sum is positive, its last term is positive, r ,,(h) 1 th-~,,>+,-1J is positive and 
'<-' .... ]. 
d< 
~7o Lh- I - i J=L  h -1  
Thus by the induction hypothesis, d has an (h -  1)-representation 
satisfying (5a) through (5f). Taking i n (h - i )=  d(h - i )  for i=  1, 2 . . . . .  t gives a 
representation (5a) of in. Since d(h - 1) ~< in(h) (otherwise 
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d >t I'd(h-l)1 >~ I'm(h)+l']'~. ,4~ t a-, J t a-, J-'--J, this representation satisfies (5b), (5c), (5e) and (5f). If 
d(h-  1) < re(h), (5d) holds, while ff re(h) = el(h- 1) . . . . .  d(h-  e), it follows 
from (6) and (5f) that e < k,,(h~+, and (5d) again holds. 
To show that these representations are unique, suppose that m, [~] >I m > 0, has 
two representations: 
m_- [m' (h - l ) ]+ 
Repeated application of (5) yields 
[m'(~) + l] j= k.,~o -1 [m'(h) ]Lh - l J  
-[- km'lh~l+k~'th~--lE [h :il"m tl'L''l - JLj..~...1"1 + k~'th~+l+'"+k:~" Lh[ 0 i]" (7) 
i=k.,th~+l i =/%,,ta~+l+'"+k2 -- 
Since ["c~)+~]>0, the last non-zero summand here, which has zero in its de- 
nominator, is 1. Since [mt~+~]>0,. for h>~i>~t and [~+~i ]>[i]~ ff [i]~ > 0, we ha~e in 
view of (5c), (Sd), and (Sf) 
kin(h- I)÷1 
< ~. rm(h-1)]+ k .... ,~..-+k, [ 0 i ]  
i~ Lh - l - i J  "' '+~=k~ ..... ÷.--+k~-h--1 
Thus, if re(h)= m'(h) we have two (h -  1)-representations of m-  [,,~h)], contrary 
to the induction hypothesis. 
If m'(h)+l<~m(h), we see, arguing as in the preceeding paragraph, that 
m = [m'~h)] + . . .  + [,,,~,,,)] does not exceed the part of the sum (7) with denominators 
>11 and is therefore strictly less than [~,'t~)+l]. We then have the contradiction 
m < [,,'t~+l] ~< [,,~h)] ~< m and the proof of Theorem 5 is complete. 
Theorem 6. If f is an integer satisfying 
then there are unique integers h, t, re(h), re(h-1) . . . . .  re(t) such that 
(6a) f=[m(hh)]+. . .+[mCt) ]+(hnl )+. . .+(hnc)"  
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(6b) H(c)  > h >~ c. 
(6c) t and re(h) . . . . .  re(t) satisfy (5b) through (Sf). 
ProoL To prove existence, choose the smallest h such that 
Then (6b) holds and since 
we can use Theorem 5 to represent 
thereby getting a representation (6a) satisfying (6c). It can be shown (we omit the 
details) that if f is represented according to the theorem, then (8) holds; that is, 
there is only one possible choice for h. Uniqueness now follows from Theorem 5. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
If f = B, its representation is understood to be 
9. Special autidhains 
If F is a family of subsets of S, the integers Pl --IF~I, i=0,  1 . . . . .  K are called 
the parameters of F. Daykin defines a special family F* with given parameters. 
His definition, which generalizes a definition of Clements [2], suffices without 
change for our purposes. 
Let g be the greatest integer i such that Pi>0- Put qg=pg and for i= 
g - l ,  g -2  . . . . .  0 put 
n ( .)  
pi+Hi if pi+Hi~--<(i ), 
qi= p i+Hi_ (n )  ff p i+Hi>(n)  (**) 
where Hi =FRi+l(qi+l). Evidently qi and Hi are positive. Recall that ~h(i) 
* -  ~g(p~) and for /=g- l ,g -2  . . . .  0 denotes the first i elements of Si, put Fg
put 
~i(qi)\~i(/-/i) if (*) holds, 
F* = [(Si\~i(I- I~)) U ~,(ql) if (* *) holds 
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and finally 
F* -  * * - Fg U Fg_I U"  "U F*o. 
Example 1. It follows from the way we have arrayed S in Fig. 1 that FR~+~(q~+~) 
is the number of elements in (i)S with row index not exceeding the row index of 
the q~th element in S~+~ [1; Lemma 3]. Thus looking at Fig. 1, one finds that the 
special family in S(2, 3,4) having non-zero parameters p6=2,  p5=4,  p4=7,  
p~=2andp l= l  is 
{024, 033} U{104, 113, 122, 131} U{004, 013,022, 031,202, 211,220} 
L.J {101,110} LJ{O01}. 
Delhit ion. The depth 8x of x e S in the family F c S is the largest number d of 
distinct sets Xl, x2 . . . . .  xa in F with x ~ x~ c .  • • c xa. 
Theorem 9. In the special family F* defined above, if g ~ i>~ 0 and x~, x~ ~ 4~(qi) 
but y ~ S~ \~i  (q~), then 
~xl = &Xz = 1 + By. 
Proof. We proceed by induction. The statement is true for i = g. We now assume 
it for i = j + 1 where j < g and consider the case i = j. Let wl, w2 and z be the first 
sets in Si+ 1 such that xl c wl, x2 C w2 and y c z, and abbreviate 4j+~(qi+~) to 4. 
First suppose that (*) holds; i.e., q~ =Pi +Hi  ~<(7) where ~ = FRj+l(qi+l). Then 
z¢  4 since we would otherwise have y ~ F4  = 4j(/-/j) c 4j(qi), contradicting y 
Si\~i~i(qi ). Also y~F i =ci~i(qj)\~i(/--/i) because y eSi\4i(qi) .  Thus 8y =Sz. We 
now consider 3 subcases. 
Case 1: wl, w2~4.  Then for ot=l ,2,  x ,~F4=4i( I - I i )  so x,~F*  and x ,= 
8w~. Then 8x~ = 8w~ "- 8w2 = 8x2 = 1 + 8z = 1 + By, where starred equalities follow 
from the induction hypothesis. 
Case 2: wx, w2~4.  Then for c~=1,2,  x ,~F*  so 8x~=l+Sw~=l+Sz= 
1+8y. 
Case 3:w1~4 but w2~4. Then xl~F~, x2~F* and ~xl = 
8w~ "-- l + ~wz = 8x2 "- 1 + 8z = 1 + ~y. 
Second, suppose that (* *) holds; i.e., qi = Pi +I4/ - (7) .  wx and Wz have to be in 
4 since we otherwise have for ot = 1, 2, x~,¢F4 = qbi(/-/i)D 4i(qi ). Also, x~ ~F~, 
so ~x~=l+Sw~=l+Sw2=SXz.  Next, if z~4,  then y¢F*  so 1+8y= 
l+Sz  "= l+~w~ =Sx~, while if z¢4 ,  then y~F*  so l+Sy  = 2+~z- ' -  l+Sw~ =Sx~. 
The theorem then follows by induction. 
Theorem 10. In the special family F* defined above, 80 is one more than the 
number of values of i for which (* *) holds. 
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Proof. For g ~ i >~ 0, let xi denote the first set of Sv Then 8x~ = 1 and for 0 ~< i < g 
we have 
~.=l+rx i+ 1 if xi~F*i, 
~" = ~'+1 if xi~ F*. 
But for 0~<i< g, xi ~ F* if and only if (* *) holds, so the theorem follows. 
The following theorem of Daykin generalizes a result of Clements [3; Lemma 
1] from the c = 1 case. 
Theorem U.  I f  F is a family of subsets of S and F* is the special family with the 
same parameters, then 8F0 I> 8r~*0. 
Proot. For O~i, d<~K, let £2(F, i, d) denote the collection of sets in Si of depth 
>~d in F. We claim that 
IO(U, i ,d) l~ ~ IO(F*, i, d)[ for O<~i<~K. (9) 
l~d~K l~d~K 
The theorem is the i = 0 instance of (9) because So = {0} and Y.l~a~r IO(F, 0, d)l is 
therefore 8F0. Inequality (9) holds for i~  > g since both sides are 0 then, and also 
for i=g  since both sides are then pg. Now assume (9) holds for c = j ~< g. Then 
IO(F, j -  1, d)l = Pj-I+ ~ Ira(F, ], d)l 
a~d~K l~dnaK 
because if x ~ Sj_l f3 F and is of depth 1 in F, it contributes l to the left sum, 1 to 
pi_~ and l -1  to the right sum, while if x ~ S~_~\F and is of depth l in F, it 
contributes l to the left sum, 0 to Pi-1 and l to the right sum. Applying the 
generalized Macauley theorem [1] which asserts that II'HI>~IF~i(IHI) for any 
subset H of S i, yields 
~, Ira'j(lO(F, j, d)l)l. (10) 
1,~d~K 
[a(F, j -  l, d)l~pi-, + 
1~d~K 
We now write 
I/2(F, j, d)l = m + r 
l~d~K J 
and apply Lemma 4 to get 
where 0<~r< (~), 
(°) m j-1 +lFa'~(r)l~l~,,~< ~ Ir~i(lO(F'j'd)l)l (11) 
and therefore 
a~a~x Ig2(F' j -  l '  d)l>~p~-l +m j -1  +lF4~(r)l. (12) 
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Note that [FdPi(r)l<~(j21) because r<(7). We now repeat the above reasoning on 
F* using * to denote the corresponding values of the variables. Now let e >~0 be 
the largest integer such that 
~(F* ,  ], 0) = O(F*, j, 1) . . . . .  O(F*,  ], e) = S i 
and O(F*,  ], e + 1)~ Sj. It follows from Theorem 9 that 
~(F*,],e+l)=dP(qi) and O(F*,/,i)=O for e+l<i<-K, 
and therefore 
~, IO(F*, j, d)l = e + qj, 
l~d~K J 
so m* = e. Moreover, since ~(F* ,  j, i) is the first several elements of Si, equality 
actually holds in (10), (11) and (12) we get 
Y~ IO(F*, 1-1,  a)l = p,-1 + Y~ Ir~,( la(F*,  j, a)l)l 
l~dgK l~d~K 
=P,-1 +m*(j nl)+[Fqbi(r*) I. (13) 
By the induction hypothesis, 
(,) m i + r = ,~a~rc ~ IO(F, j, d)l>1 x~a~K ~ [O(F*, j, d)l 
Because m < m* yields 
we must have m >~m*. Then m > m* or m = m* and r>~r *. In either case, in view 
of (12) and (13), we have 
Y. IO( f , j - l , a ) l>~pj_~+m -1  +lr~,(r)l 
l~d~K 
~>pi- l+m j -1  +lF~(r*)l= 1,a~K ~" IO(F'j- l 'd)l '  
completing the proof of Theorem 11. 
The following corollary to Theorems 10 and 11 generalizes a c = 1 result of 
Clements [2]. 
Theorem 12. Let c, Po, Pt . . . . .  pg be non-negative integers with c pg>0 and g<~K. 
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Then there is a c -AC in S with parameters P0, Pz . . . . .  p~ if and only if Pi ~ ('~), 
i =0, 1 . . . . . .  g and (* *) holds for at most c -1  values of i in 0~<i~<g. 
l~t~oL If the condition holds, the corresponding special family F* is a c-AC; 
conversely, if such a c-AC exists, Theorems 10 and 11 show that the condition is 
satisfied. 
10. Anfichains of minimum weight 
Let f be a fixed positive integer not exceeding B, the sum of the c largest of the 
coefficients (8), (7) . . . . .  (~, and let F be a c-AC with minimal weight w(F). Since 
replacing F by F* changes neither f nor w(F), we may assume F is F*. 
The k~ = 1 case of the following lemma is due to Katona [4; Lemma 6]. 
l.~mma 8. If  q = (q(h ~) +" • • + (q~o) is a proper or improper representation of q and 
h> Lq(a~, then [Fcbh(q)l>~q. 
q ~ q ProoL Recall that Lq is the smallest number for which h ~>Lq implies (h)~(h+z). 
The lemma then follows from the normalized matching condition [12; p. 37]: 
>_ q(h)  q (h)  
I1" , (q , l -q (h_ l ) / (  h )>~q. 
LemmA 13. Suppose that 1 ~ lz ~ g and that the proper p,-representation of q~, is 
a(~.) . a( t )  ( ~ )+ • "+( t ). I fc~,(q~,)cF* andF*Nr~,,(q~,)=f~, then]<~L,o~forix>~]>~t. 
Proo|. Suppose the conclusion does not hold for some ], /~ >~] >t t, and put 
q '=Ri (q ' )=(a( / ) )+. . .+(a( t t )  ) where ] > L .~.  
By Lemma 8, FR~(q')>~q '. If ~ =F~(q~, ) \F~(q~, -q ' ) ,  then 
[O l=(a(~)~+. . .+(a( t )~_(a( tk )~ . . . . .  (a ( j ;  1)) 
\Ix - 11 \ t -  11 \1~ - 11 
= + = r++ 
\ ]  - 11 \ t  - 11 
That is, /2 has at least q' elements. But then replacing the last q' elements of 
• ,(q) by the last q' elements of O gives us a new c-AC with f elements and less- 
than-minimal weight. This contradiction establishes the lemma. 
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l ,emma 4. If  j<-Lq~o), /x>1r, q.(j)>q~,(j), and j~>l, then 
~(q/(J))-(P,- 1, (~01')+ "n'(q/(J))-('n "- 1) (~:(~ ,) 
- [~(q /O" ) - ( t~-  1, (~'~71')+ 7r(q~](/")- ('rr-1) (~"___01')] >0. 
Praot. This inequality is the same as 
with c = 1, which follows from the remarks following Fig. 3, since ["~)] > 0 when 
le~ 14. There do not exist integers ix, 7r in 1 <~ ~r < ~ <~ g such that 
and 
(o) 
7r p~ 
F*f3(S~,\~,(q,~))=O, S~,_x\FO,,(q~,)~F*. 
Proof. Suppose that such At, "rr do exist and consider the proper/x-representation 
(q~,;) + . . .  + (q~o) of q,, where, in view of Lemma 13, we may assume j <~Lq~(/) 
for ~ >~j ~> t. In particular, t< Kq~(, ) so we can change to an improper epresenta- 
tion 
q~=x /x / \ t+ l  / + ' "+\  0 /" 
Now consider the proper 7r-representation f q,.: 
q~= +- . .+  q u 
We augment q,, to q" and diminish q, to q~ in accordance with Section 5. Then 
q~-q~>~("~°))>0, q~+q'=q,+q~ and N=lFq'l-IFq~l<<_lFq~l-lrq;~l where 
Fq" abbreviates F~(q ' ) ,  etc. We now alter F* by removing the last q~-q~>0 
t I sets of ~(q , ) ,  adding N of the sets Fq , \Fq~,  adding the last q~-q~ sets of 
• ~(q') and removing the N sets Fq ' \  Fq,.. (It follows from q, < (~) and q,, < (~) 
that q'~<(~) and q~,.(q') is therefore well defined.) 
Altered F* still has f elements and is a c-antichain since the number of 
occurrences of (* *) in the corresponding special family is not changed. The 
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weight lost in altering F* is at least 
~q~-  (~-  1)Irq~l + ~q~-  (~-  1) Irq~ I
- [u L- - 1) IrqLI + - q)  I rq 'N .  
For all j (if any) satisfying ~r/> j >~ u for which ("3~)) > (~./~)) were interchanged, the 
contribution to this loss is exactly the quantity Lemma 4 shows to be positive. For 
u > ] ~> 0 for which ("~)) was moved, the contribution to the loss in weight is 
)-(,_1)) 
The last factor is >0 because j<~/_.q,(j). We have thus obtained an •-element 
c-AC with less-than-minimal weight. This contradiction establishes the lemma. 
F* = F~a O * Fg_, U""  U F~0 can be partitioned into 1-AC's by taking F~g U . . .  U 
F*\~i,(qi ) as the first 1-AC, where jx is the first integer less than g for which ~, 
is determined by (**), then ~i,(qh)UF*_~U...  UF*\q~j~(%) as the 2nd 1-AC, 
where 12 is the first integer less than j~, for which a~ is determined by (* *), etc. 
The special family F* of Example 1 partitions into the three 1-AC's {024, 033, 
104, 113, 122, 131, 202, 211, 220}, {004, 013, 022, 031, 101, 110}, and {001}. 
Corollm-y 15. I[ F* is partitioned into 1-AC sub[amilies as above, then no 
subfamily contains two sets whose cardinalities differ by more than 1. 
Proof. Otherwise Lemma 14 is contradicted. 
Lemma 16. I[ l is the least integer with R>O, then either R or q[ is [Sll. 
Proof. Otherwise, replacing any set in F* of cardinality >l by any set of Sz \b-~l 
results in a family with less-than-minimal weight, and when it is put into special 
form, the numbers of instances of (* *) can't increase. This contradicts that F* 
was a c-AC with minimal weight and Lemma 16 follows. 
Lemma 1"/. I f  l~<h~<g and ~h(qh)OCb._~(qh_Z)cF* and P,-2 or qh-z is (,._2), 
then S.-x c F*. 
Proof. If not, ph_l<(h"_x). IS the final coefficient in Rh(qh) is ("~')), then t~K,(,)  
because ("~')) >0.  If t = Kac0, we can replace the last element of ~h(qh) by the last 
element of the set ~h-l(Hh-a)\~h-l(qa-O, which is disjoint from F* and non- 
empty since 
( n )<FRh(qh)=Hh_~" q,-1 = P,-l + I'Rh(q.) - h -  1 
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This results in a c-AC (the number of occurrences (* *) in the corresponding 
special family is not increased) with less-than-minimal weight. We henceforth 
assume t< Ka(,) and consider the improper h-representation f qh and the proper 
(h -  1)-representation f qh-~ respectively: 
qh . . . .  + \  u+l  / 
q" - l=\  h -1  / " 
Because qh_l<FR,(qa), there is an integer , h - 1 ~>r>~ u, such that a ( j+ 1) = b(j) 
for h- l>~j>r but a,÷l>b,.  We now show that all cases are impossible. 
Case 1: There exists j, r>~j>~O, with j> L(a(j)). We then have from Lemma 8 
that 
\ j - l /  
We now alter F* to a family with less weight by replacing the last z elements of 
q~a(q,) by the last z elements of the set qbh_l(Ha_l)\ ~h-l(qa-x), which is disjoint 
from F* because 
nh_  1 --  Z -~- FRh(qa) - z 
= \h - l~  
*(°'71') 
~\h_ l /+ ' "  
• \ r+ l  I \ r ] qh-~- 
The last inequality here holds because either a(r+l)>b(r) or r= u -1 .  Also, 
since 
+(af j+  1)~ rRh(q . - z ) ,  , --  
it follows that the altered family is a c-AC. Since it has less-than-minimal weight, 
case I is impossible. 
Case 2: j<~L(a(j)) for all r>~j>~O. We define 
, Ib(h - 1)~+ (b(r + 1)'~ 
qa- l=\  h -1  ] " "+\  r+ l  ] 
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where the terms in brackets are the results of augmenting (b~))+. b(u) • .+(  u ) and  
diminishing (a~,~) +. . .  + (a~00)) according to Section 5. It follows from a(r + 1) > b(r) 
that the above expressions are the h-representation f q~ and the (h-1) -  
representation f q~-x. We have thus decreased qh to q~ and increased qh-1 to 
q~_l by either moving coefficients from qa to qh-1 or interchanging larger 
coefficients from q, with smaller coefficients from qh-~ for which Lemma 4 holds. 
Note that the sets F~h(qa)\F~a(q~) and ~a-l(q'a-1)\~h-l(qh-1) are disjoint and 
do not intersect F*. This follows from the inequality q'h_l<<-FRh(q],)~FRa(qh) 
which holds because a(r+ 1)> b(r). Also, since qh-2 or Pa-2 is (h_~2) by hypothesis, 
F~a-l(q' , -1)\F~h-l(qa-1) is contained in F*. 
Now let N = Fq'a-1- Fqa-1 <~ Fqh - Fq~, where we have abbreviated 
IF~a_~(q~,_l)[ to Fq~_~, etc., and alter F* by removing the last qh--qh sets of 
~a(q,), adding the last N sets of F~a(q,)\Fc~h(q~), adding 
q~h-l(q~-l) \ ~a-l(qa-1), and removing the N sets F~h-l(q'h-1)\ F~h-l(qh-1). Since 
qh +qh-1 =qh,+q~-l, altered F* still has f elements and is still a c-AC since the 
number of occurrences of (* *) is not increased. The loss in weight is at least 
h(q .  - q~) + ( rq ' . _ l -  rq . _O(h  - 2) 
- [(Fqh - Fq~)(h - 1) + (q'~_~ - qh-1)(h - 1)], 
and, just as in Lemma 14, one finds with the help of Lemma 4 that this quantity is 
positive. Thus altered F* is an f-element c-AC with less-than-minimal weight, 
and Lemma 17 is proved. 
Theorem 18. Let f be a positive integer not exceeding the sum B of the c largest of 
(~), ('~) . . . . .  (~) and let F be a c -AC consisting of f Subsets of S. I f  there exists an 
integer d in 0 <~ d < c for which 
n n n n 
. .  
then 
wF~ 1(1)+ 2(2)+. . .  + (d -1) (dn  1) + d( f -  tra); 
otherwise 
+(h-1) (hn l )+(h-2) (hn2)+'"  "+(h-C)(hn__c), 
where 
is the unique representation of f by means of Theorem 6. 
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l~tooL If such a d exists, it is clear that SoUS1U"  "USd- lUOd(f- -o 'a)  is a 
(d + 1)-AC, and therefore a c-AC, with minimal weight. We henceforth assume 
f>(~)+"  • + (~-"0. The Theorem 6 representation f f exists. We assume that F is 
a special family F* of minimal weight and that l is the smallest integer for which 
Pz >0.  
Now suppose that g > j > l and Pi = 0. Then Sj cannot be in the midst of a 1-AC 
subfamily of F* in view of Corollary 15. Now let l' be the largest integer less than 
j for which the last element of St, is in F* and let g' be the smallest integer bigger 
than j for which the first element of S~, is in F*. Such integers exist in view of 
Lemma 16 and the definition of b-~g. But then we have a contradiction of Lemma 
14 with ~ = g' and 7r = l + 1. Thus for g > j > l we must have Pi > 0. 
Next suppose that g > h - 1 > l, that x ~ Sh-~, but x¢ F*. We show by cases that 
this is impossible. 
Case 1: Oh_l(qh_l)cF*. 
Case la: O,-~(qh-OUOh(qh)=F*. If h=/+2,  then /~-2 or qh-2 is (h"-2) by 
Lemma 16, and it follows from Lemma 17 that Pa-1 = (,"-1), contradicting that 
xf~F*. Thus P,-1 = (a"-l) and we find that h cannot be /+3 by iterating the above 
argument. Continuing in this way we see that Case la  is impossible. 
Case lb: O,(qh)•F*. Then we must have Oh+~(qh+O=F* by Corol la~ 15 
and F*FlrdPh+l(qh+l)=~. Also F*N(Sh_~\Oa_x(qa_~))=O (Corollary 15) and 
Sa-a\r~h- l (qa-1)  = F*  because pa_a> 0 and if the last dement  of Sa-a were not 
in F*, replacing any element of F* by the last element of Sh-z would result in an 
f-element c-AC with less-than-minimal weight. But this contradicts Lemma 14 
(with ix =h+l ,  -tr = h - l ) .  
Case 2: Oh-~(qh-x)¢ F*. Then F*NrdPh(qh)=O, dPa(qh)~ F* (Corollary 15), 
F* f'l (Sh-2 \ Ca-a(qh-2)) = O (Corollary 15), and therefore, by Lemma 16, h - 2 > I. 
But we then have Case lb  with h - 1 in place of h. Thus if g > ] > l, S i ~ F*, and 
we see that F* consists of the first pg sets of Sg, all of Sg_l, S~-2 . . . . .  St+l and the 
last p~ sets of S~. 
a(g)  [a(t)~ - - I"  a(g)  "~ ..t_[ a ( t )  "~ If p, =(  g )+- - -+ then Hz + ' "  If H ,<( l  s) and p, = - -  kg - - (g - - / ) /  " ~ kt--(g--l)]. k l 1 ,  
(~, note that roz (H l )= st_x, since otherwise, replacing the last element of F* by 
the last element of Sz-1 gives an f -dement  c-AC with less-than-minimal weight. 
F* is a g - I + 1 -- c-AC and 
?t / l  
f=p,+(gn l )+.  . .+ , (g_ (g_ / ) )+(g_ (g_ /+ l ) ) _ ( / _n l )  
=(a(g) ' )+ .  \ g / " "+(a( t t ) )+(g -1)+" '+(g -c / - ,g -c / -  \ t - c /  
Ft It r°'"l+(_,)+ +(g_c) 
Since this is a representation f f of the form promised by Theorem 6, and since 
that representation is unique, this is the representation f Theorem 6. The weight 
Anfichains in the set of subsets of a multiset 45 
of F*  is evident ly  given by the expression in the statement  of the Theorem.  The  
other  cases (/-/i = (~) and HI < (7), Pl < (7)) can be hand led similarly. This completes 
the proof  of Theorem 18. 
Example 2. We use Theorem 18 to find a c = 1 -AC with 8 e lements  and minimal  
weight in S(2, 3, 4). F rom Fig. 2 we find 6 = ~) <~ 8 < ~) = 9, so that h of Theorem 
6 is 3. F rom Fig. 3 and Theorem 5 we find that the 3- representat ion f 8 -  6 = 2 is 
[2] + ~]  so the Theorem 6 representat ion  of 8 is ~]  + ~]  + 0 = (4 -  3) + (3 - 2) + 6. 
An  extremal  set is got by taking the (~) e lemtnts of S2, adjo in ing 
{003, 012, 021,030},  removing {002, 011,020},  adjo in ing {102, 111,120} and re-  
moving {101,110}. (See Fig. 1.) 
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